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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Integrate and Refine 
Procurement Policies and Consider Long -Term 
Procurement Plans

Rulemaking 12-03-014 
(Filed March 22,2012)

OPENING BRIEF OF THE PROTECT OUR COMMUNITIES FOUNDATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to Rule 13.11 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, the Protect

Our Communities Foundation (“POC”) submits the following Reply Brief for proceeding R.12-

03-014.

In this Brief, POC responds to points raised by SDG&E, CAISO, and TURN in their

respective opening briefs. As established below: (1) SDG&E has failed to establish the validity

of its claimed “current deterministic approach” to transmission planning; (2) WECC’s PBRC

process applies to the Sunrise Powerlink / Southwest Powerlink N-l-1 contingency; (3) the

Sunrise/Southwest N-l-1 is a probabilistic Category D contingency; (4) CAISO’s proposed “no

regrets” procurement proposal must be replaced with a plan with “no regrets” for ratepayers; and

(5) POC’s Opening testimony in this proceeding must be given full evidentiary value.
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II. SDG&E HAS FAILED TO ESTABLISH THE VALIDITY OF THE “CURRENT

DETERMINISTIC APPROACH”

In its opening brief, SDG&E relies on the “current deterministic approach” (“CDA”) to

justify its use of the Sunrise/S WPL N-l-1 as the limiting critical contingency for the San Diego

area. Despite this reliance, evidence or citations to authority regarding the origin, nature, and

substance of this “approach” remains conspicuously absent from the record. Because no party to

this proceeding has establish the validity of the “current deterministic approach,” the

Commission must reject all arguments that rely on the approach, including SDG&E’s argument

justifying its use of N-l-1.

SDG&E has claimed that it has a minimum local need of between 620 MW and 1,470

MW in 2022 based on a study it conducted for this proceeding.1 This increased local capacity

requirement is driven, in significant part, by SDG&E’s use of the N-l-1 concurrent outage of the

Sunrise Powerlink transmission line (“Sunrise”) and the Southwest Powerlink transmission line

(“SWPL”) as the limiting critical contingency for the San Diego Local Area.

SDG&E justifies its use of N-l-1 rather than CAISO’s official G-l/N-1 standard based

on the claim that “under the current deterministic approach to contingency analysis, every

conceivable N-l, G-l/N-1, and N-l-1 overload must be studied and mitigated, regardless of the

probability of its occurrence.

Thus, the cornerstone of SDG&E’s argument is the assertion that the “current

deterministic approach to contingency analysis” prohibits planners from considering

probabilistic factors - the actual, real world likelihood of a specific contingency event occurring

when determining which to contingencies to mitigate. Based on this, SDG&E argues that

□nOpeningU nriBlfeE^ □natl! □np.l! 3117 
2ltH3?1El! □nOpeningU □nBriSfaiTnatl! □HP-®! ^H23
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because the SWPL/Sunrise N-l-1 is the most severe category C contingency for the San Diego

Area, it must be used as the limiting critical contingency, without any consideration of the

likelihood of a SWPL/Sunrise N-l-1 event occurring.

Despite SDG&E’s reliance on the CDA as the keystone of its argument, neither SDG&E

nor any other party to this proceeding has submitted evidence or provided citation to authority

establishing that the CDA is a law, regulation, official WECC/NERC standard or policy, board-

approved CAISO policy, or a policy that has been approved or reviewed by the CPUC. It is

unclear from the evidentiary record who developed this “approach,” or whether the CDA has 

ever been proposed or applied prior to the instant round of procurement proceedings.3

Far from being an official NERC/WECC policy, the CDA is actually inconsistent with

the official NERC/WECC regulatory scheme. It has been thoroughly established in this

proceeding that WECC is the official entity responsible for enforcing mandatory NERC 

reliability standards in the Western United States (including California).4 It has further been

established that WECC has an official process, known as the Probabilistic Based Reliability

Criteria (“PBRC”) process, which allows for individual, probabilistic exceptions to mandatory

NERC/WECC contingency categorizations. In cross examination, CAISO witness Sparks

described the WECC PBRC process as follows:

There is a process which the WECC has essentially codified as one of its 
procedures. I suppose it has a number of steps. I seem to remember it is seven.

The Main point is to look at the probability of the simultaneous outage when it 
comes to Category C5 contingencies, but the process also looks at to reclassify a 
single contingency as a category A, B to a C. If analysis is done and approved by 
a number of committees within WECC, I guess I forget which one it starts with,

3®®fppcross® ^examination,® GpCAISO® Opwitness® GpSPARKS® Optestified® Dpthat® Gp-latest® Gptrend"® Opat® [ 
process,®! □ Hbut^J HpSparks® Dpwas® Dpunable® Opto® Hpprovide® Gpany® □nsp®ffiE^£'|^int®,S^ibis = □ PgsAfetMI^S 
vague® DPpersonal® Dpimpressions.® Gp® DpSee® GpTr.® DPp.® Hpi^iz;® Gpiine® Dp21® Gpthrough® GPp.® Gpi5
4lfeg^! GrieriSClITOPowers® GpOpening® OriTestimony),-^qin<hibit® GPL = ^HPP-= ^H1
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but it goes through the technical study subcommittee, the planning coordination 
committee, and up to the WECC board. But the sponsor goes through does the 
analysis moves through committees, gets it approved so that a particular 
contingency can be reclassified based on its probability to a lower performance 
standard.5

SDG&E’s argument that this vague and unsubstantiated “current deterministic approach”

prohibits the consideration of probabilistic factors is further contradicted by SDG&E’s own

recent practice. In 2007, SDG&E applied for a re-categorization of the N-2 of the proposed

Sunrise Powerlink line and the Southwest Powerlink line from Category C to Category D.

SDG&E has submitted no evidence establishing that there has been any official policy change at

WECC regarding the availability of the PBRC process between 2007 and the present.

The absence of evidence establishing the CDA as a valid policy strongly suggests that the

CDA is nothing more than an ad hoc creation of CAISO and the utilities, introduced in this

round of procurement proceedings in order to justify the use of N-1-1 and create an artificial

LCR need. Because the existence and validity of the CDA has not been established in this

proceeding, the Commission must reject all arguments that rely on the CDA, including

SDG&E’s justification for the use of N-l-1 as the limiting critical contingency for the San Diego

area.

III. THE PBRC APPLIES TO ALL NERC CATEGORIES

WECC’s PBRC process is available for the re-categorization of all NERC Category A, B,

C, and D contingencies, including the Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1 used as the limiting critical

contingency by SDG&E and CAISO in this proceeding.

5aK^np.®! □ni5ffl)S!±rFniines®! DPI
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In its opening brief, CAISO argues that WECC’s PBRC process does not apply to the

Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1, claiming that cross-examination testimony of SDG&E Witness Jontry

“quite clearly put to rest the idea that the idea that the WECC re-classification process is 

available for an N-l-1 contingency.”6

However, in relying on Mr. Jontry’s testimony, CAISO ignores the contradictory

testimony of its own expert witness, Sparks, who testified that the PBRC could be applied to a

Category C3 such as the Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1:

As I described, it [the PBRC process] applies to - - I’ve seen it in examples 
applied to single contingencies being reclassified as Category C and sometimes it 
can reclassify double contingency to Category B. I’ve never seen it applied to 
Category C3, but I suppose it could be.7

Jontry’s assertions are further contradicted by the official WECC documents setting forth

the PBRC, which make clear that the PBRC was intended to be a broad-based policy allowing 

the probabilistic re-categorization of any contingency.8

IV. THE SUNRISE/SWPL N-l-1 IS A PROBABILISTIC CATEGORY D

In its Opening Brief, CAISO appears to dismiss Sierra Club witness Bill Powers’ 

testimony that the Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1 is a “functional” or “probabilistic” Category D.9 In

doing so, CAISO is attempting to sidestep an argument that they cannot address head-on, one

that is fatal to their justification for their use of the Sunrise/SWPL as the limiting critical

contingency for the San Diego Area.

6H/aspl! □riOpeningU □HBrieMiaqajl! □ripp.l! ^1120 
7a-[^r]p.!! □ni56m^»is®! □ni5U nn 
8UeB®! □nPOCU □HOpening&IEltHelf)®! □PPP-®! 01114 
9H/aspU □nopeningU □riBrie®!aq:^l! uflPP-= ^H20
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POC has offered extensive argument establishing that the Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1 is a

probabilistic Category D contingency. All available evidence points to the real-world likelihood

of the specific Sunrise/S WPL N-l-1 event being sufficiently low to qualify the event for a PBRC

re-categorization from Category C (a severe event that must be mitigated) to Category D (an “act

of god” event that is so unlikely to occur that mitigation is not required).

It is reasonable to conclude that the specific Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1 event is almost certain

to qualify for Category D re-categorization based on SDG&E’s own probabilistic analysis.

SDG&E’s 2007 PBRC application concluded that the likelihood of an N-2 event involving

Sunrise and SWPL was sufficiently low to justify the N-2 event’s re-categorization from 

Category C to Category D.10 Because, by its very nature, an N-l-1 event should be less likely to 

occur than an N-2 event,11 it is follows that if an N-2 event involving two lines is sufficiently

unlikely to qualify for Category D treatment, then an even more unlikely N-l-1 event involving

12the same two lines should also qualify for Category D.

POC’s argument is supported by the following analysis presented in TURN’S Opening

Brief:

While it may be theoretically conceivable that an N-l-1 outage would have a 
higher probability than an N-2 outage, TURN is not aware of any evidence in the 
record to support basing the Commission’s own decision on such a theoretical 
possibility. 13

POC agrees that, absent a current probabilistic study of the Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1, it may be

“theoretically conceivable” that the Sunrise/SWPL N-l-1 is more likely to occur than an N-2 of

the same lines. In light of the convincing reasons for believing that an N-l-1 outage should be

10ik^ □ n pocu ^ntstpTicAison □ n
ii Ifefi®! □ridiscussionU □riatU □riPOCU ^nBrief,!! uflPP-= ^H15
12ta^unn

□HOpening™ □HBrief,™ 3!}^ □ 1112,3! □ HFN.3! []n37
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less likely to occur than an N-2, POC further agrees with TURN that the Commission should not

base any decision on this mere theoretical possibility. Like TURN, POC is unaware of any

evidence in the record supporting this theoretical possibility.

V. A “NO REGRETS” APPROACH TO PROCUREMENT MUST CONSIDER COSTS

AND BENEFITS BASED ON REAL-WORLD LIKLEIHOOD OF OUTAGES

In its Opening Brief, CAISO asks that the Commission adopt what it refers to as a “no 

regrets” procurement plan.14 CAISO characterizes this “no regrets” approach as one in which

the Commission immediately authorizes the interim resource procurement requested by the 

utilities, as a “first step” down the path of addressing the SONGS Study Area’s resource needs.15

While it is clear that this approach would lead to “no regrets” for the utilities, it is equally

clear that such an approach is not in the best interest of the ratepayers who will ultimately bear

the financial burden of the requested procurement, regardless of whether they derive any actual,

real-world reliability benefit from the procurement.

To fulfill is regulatory mandate and ensure that all rates are just and reasonable; the

Commission must adopt an approach with “no regrets” for ratepayers. In light of the strong

prima-facie evidence that the N-l-1 limiting critical contingency used by SDG&E and CAISO

should qualify for a PBRC re-categorization to Category D, the Commission must require that a

full probabilistic analysis of the Sunrise/SWPL be conducted prior to authorizing any

procurement based on N-l-1.

The cost-benefit analysis here is clear. Requiring a full probabilistic analysis of the N-l-

1 contingency would likely lead to its a re-categorization as a Category D contingency, resulting

14H«spl! □riOpeningU uriBShl^! □Hatl! □HP-®! ^H3
15a^^in
sun
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in a significantly reduced LCR need. This would likely save ratepayers billions of dollars that

they would have otherwise had to spend on unnecessary capacity that would have provided them

with no meaningful reliability benefit. The benefit of ensuring that rates are just and reasonable

and ensuring that billions of ratepayer dollars are not spent on unnecessary procurement strongly

outweighs the minor cost and inconvenience to SDG&E associated with conducting a

16probabilistic study and seeking a PBRC reconsideration.

VI. THE COMMISSION MUST GIVE FULL WEIGHT TO POC’S EXPERT

TESTIMONY

SDG&E devotes a significant section of its Opening Brief to arguing that POC’s Expert

Testimony should not be given any evidentiary weight by the Commission on the grounds that

»17the Testimony’s Sponsor, David Peffer, is an attorney, not an “Expert. Because SDG&E’s

argument regarding the evidentiary value of POC’s expert testimony is a de facto Motion to

Strike and as such is barred by waiver, and because SDG&E’s argument is vague, overbroad, and

unsupported by authority or Commission practice, the Commission must disregard SDG&E’s

arguments and give full evidentiary weight to POC’s expert testimony.

SDG&E has waived its right to challenge POC’s Opening Testimony. At the November

1, 2013 evidentiary hearing, ALJ Gamson admitted POC’s expert testimony and associated 

attachments to the evidentiary record.18 Prior to the admission of POC’s expert testimony, the

Parties had ample opportunity to move to strike. At the evidentiary hearing, ALJ Gamson gave

lsiltH3$tE® uphas®! upalready®! jf) conducted®! □ pa®! ^probabilistic® □ p study®! ^pand® upg®hei®Qi1®hrpiI]|gfe®IynikBri® 
lines,®! □ pso® □Hit®! □ pis® □ Punlikely® □ pthat® □ pthe® □ pcost® □Hor®! □ EJjncEjnvenience® □Hof® □pthis® □Hprocess® 
17ltEa$E® □pOpening® □PBSB^!®^® appp.® □p 
18®K®Upat® □Pp® TqaSIgjf! □piines® □pil
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all parties the opportunity to challenge the admission of POC’s testimony (identified as POC-1)

into the record:

ALJ GAMSON: Any other motions?

MS. LEE: POC-1 and POC-2, your Honor.

ALJ GAMSON: Is there any objection to moving those exhibits into the record?

(No response.)

19ALJ GAMSON: All right. POC-1 and POC-2 are received into the record.

Despite the fact that SDG&E has waived the right to challenge POC’s expert testimony

by failing to raise a timely objection, SDG&E has used its Opening Brief as a de facto Motion to

Strike. SDG&E argues that the entirety of POC’s brief should be given no evidentiary value by

the Commission, a request that, if granted, would have the same practical effect as a successful

motion to Strike. As such, SDG&E’s arguments should be treated as a de facto motion to strike,

and denied on the basis of waiver.

SDG&E’s request should further be disregarded on the grounds that the request is

overbroad. Rather than citing to specific assertions made in POC’s testimony that SDG&E

believes are unsupported by Mr. Peffer’s qualifications, SDG&E has asked that the Commission

disregard the entirety of POC’s Opening Testimony. This is clearly overbroad, as the majority of

POC’s opening testimony merely cites to, summarizes, and applies the nineteen documents that

POC included as attachments to its testimony. The validity of assertions based on these

documents is self-apparent, and is not an assertion of fact based on Mr. Peffer’s qualifications.

Finally, SDG&E’s request should be disregarded on the grounds that it is inconsistent

with Commission rules and practice. The Commission does not have any set rules regarding

19a-[^Gqatl! □HP-®!□niinesU □nil
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minimum qualifications for expert witnesses, and attorneys regularly sponsor expert testimony in

Commission proceedings.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dated: December 16,2013 /S/
David A. Peffer, Esq.
Protect Our Communities Foundation 
4452 Park Boulevard, Suite 209 
San Diego, CA92116 
david. a.peffer@gmail. com
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